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ABSTRACT

The availabilityof experimentaldatawhich characterizethe

performance of soft magnetic materialsfor the combined
conditionsof temperatureand frequency over a wide flux
densityrange fordifferenttypesof excitationisalmostnon-
existent.An experimentalinvestigationofan 80-20Ni-Fealloy
(Supermalloy)was conductedover thetemperature(T)rangeof
23 to300 C, frequency(f)rangeof I to50 kHz, and maximum
fluxdensities(BM) from 0.1T up to0.7 T forboth sineand

squarewave voltageexcitation.The investigationfocusedon
theeffectsofBM, f,T,and excitationwaveform on thespecific

coreloss(SCL) and dynamic B-H loops.The resultsshow that
theratio(R) ofsinetosquarewave excitationspecificcoreloss
was alwaysgreaterthanunityfora givenfand T and identical
valuesof BM. The valuesofR rangedfrom 1.07to 1.34.The

classicaltheoryof core lossseparationintoa hysteresisand

eddy current loss component was used to theoretically
determinethelowerand upperboundson R, againstwhich the

experimentalR-valueswere compared. The experimentalR-
valueswere alsousedtomake a comparisonofthecorelossofa
sineand squarewave voltagedriventransformer.

INTRODUCTION

Almost allpower electroniccircuits,such as invertersand
converters,requirepower magnetic components such as
transformersand inductors. These magnetic components

functionaseitherpower transferorenergystoragedevices,and
in some casesfulfillboth needs. Increasingthe operating

frequencyof thepower magneticcomponentswillreducetheir
mass and sizeand increasingtheiroperatingtemperaturewill
causethe coolingradiatoror heatsinkstodecreaseinsizeand
mass. In terrestrialac power distributionsystems, the

generator'soutputisa sinewave voltageand thus,thissame
waveform isthe excitationsourcefor the transmissionand

distributiontransformersused to transformthe voltagelevels
between power sourceand load. In most power electronic
circuitssuch as switchedmode power supplies,the excitation
voltageimpressed on the converter'stransformeris non-
sinusoidal,and inDC-DC converterssuchas thepush-pulland

bridgeconverters,thisexcitationwaveform isa squarewave.
A very essentialelement in the design of magnetic

componentsisa knowledge ofthepropertiesand characteristics

of available soft magnetic core materials. Properties such as
saturation induction, Curie temperature, and thermal
conductivity can generally be obtained from the product
literature provided by the manufacturers and fabricators of soft
magnetic materials. However, experimental characterization data
such as the effects of temperature, frequency, flux density, and
excitation waveform on the core loss (i.e., power loss due to
hysteresis, eddy current, and other effects) and dynamic B-H
loopsare not always readilyavailable.In many instances
neitherthe manufacturer'sproductliteraturenor the technical
literatureprovidesthisessentialinformation.This almosttotal
lack of informationis particularlytrue for non-sinusoidal
excitationcorelossdata. When facedwith thissituation,the

onlyalternativeforthemagnctic'sdesigneristouse coreloss
dataobtainedforsinewave voltageexcitation,assuming that
eventhisdataexists.

Bccans¢ofthislackofdesigndata,theNASA Lewis Research
Center(I.,¢RC)initiatedan experimentalprogramtoinvestigate
the electricaland magnetic clmracteristicsof candidatesoft

magneticmaterialsfortemperaturesup to300 C and frequencies
up to 50 kHz forbothsineand squarewave voltageexcitation.
Five crystallineand two amorphous softmagnetic materials
were investigatedpreviouslyfor sinewave voltageexcitation

over the temperaturerange of 23-300 C and depending on
material,frequenciesfrom 0.1 to 50 kHz (Wiescrman,ctal.,
1990,1991a, 1991b,1992). In thatpreviouswork, a Ni-Fc

alloy,known intheindustryasSupermalloy,was found inmost
instancesto have the lowestcore lossrelativeto the other

materialsinvestigated.In thispapertheeffectsof temperature

(T),frequency(f),and maximum fluxdensity(BM), on thecore

loss and dynamic B-H loops for a 0.001-inchthicktape
Supermalloytoroidarc investigatedforboth sineand square
wave voltageexcitationoverthetemperaturerangeof23-300C,

frequencyrangeof 1-50kHz, and maximum fluxdensityrange
of0.1to0.7T. A comparisonofresultsforsineand squarewave
voltageexcitationisalsogivenforlikeconditionsofBM, f,and

T.

The differencesincorelossand B-H loopbehaviorresulting
from eithera sineorsquarewave voltageexcitationwere
previouslyinvestigatedby C. H. Chcn (l9"/8)and by T.Satoand
Y. Sakaki (1988). Chen investigatedseveralmaterialsand
depending on materialand fluxdensity,the testfrequencies



ranged betw_ 10 and 100 kHz. Chen found for like conditions
of BM and f that the core loss was larger for sine than for square

wave voltage excitation. Sato and Sakaki tested materials
similar to those investigated by Chen but extended the test
frequency to I MHz. Their results were similar to those reported
by Chem. In both of these papers there is no indication that their
tests were conducted for temperatures beyond 50 C.

EXPERIMENT DESCRIPTION

The Supermalloy test cores were wound by Magnetics in the
form of toroids from 0.001-inch thick by 0.25 inch wide tape
with nominal dimensions of OD = I_5 inches and ID = 1.0 inch.
The manufacturer's literature (Magnetics, 1992) for Supermalloy
givesa mass compositionof 79% Ni, 17% Fe, and 4 Mo; a
saturation flux density range of 0.65 to 0.82 T, and a Curie
temtxnamre of 460 C.

The experimental setup used to measure, compute, plot, and
display the electrical and magnetic characteristics of the test
core, and the means to obtain the specific core loss (SCL) and
dynamic B-H loops from the exciting current and induced
voltage waveforms, were previously described and discussed by
Wieserman, et at., (1990). A key element in the measuring
system is the power amplifier used for core excitation. The
introduction of amplitude distortion by the amplifier will
produce erroneous core loss and B-H loops. The commercial
power amplifier previouslyused for sinusoidalvoltage
excitationperformed satisfactorilyto 50 kHz, but this
amplifiersrisetimelimitedsquarewave voltageexcitationto
frequenciesbelow 10 kHz. To overcome thislimitationand
make squarewave excitationpossibletogreaterthan50 kHz, a
cost-effective,low outputimpedanceamplifierwas builtaround
theApex, Inc.Model PAl9 operationalamplifierand operatedin
a non-invertinggain of 20 configuration. This driving

amplifiercouldprovidea voltageswing of +_30 V, a 300 ns
risetime,and a peakcurrentup to4A.
Room temperaturedataoverthefrequencyrangeof 1-50kHz

was takenon threeSupermalloytestcores. Because of time
constraints, and also because the room temperature data were
consistent for all three cores, a single representative core was
chosen for all additional tests. Current and voltage waveforms
for this test core were obtained for both sine and square wave
voltage excitation for frequencies of 1, 5, 10, 20, and 50 kHz at
23 C and thereafter in 50 C increments from 50 to 300 C and
then again at 23 C area" 300 C. The maximum flux density test
levels were in increments of 0.1 T to either the saturation flux
density of 0.7 T (applicable at the lower frequencies) or to a flux
density for which the SCL did not greatly exceed I00 W/lb.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A considerable amount of test data was taken on the
Supermanoy material to characterize the combined effects of
fluxdensity,frequency,temperature,and excitationwaveform
on the corelossand dynamic B-H loops.Representativeplots
forspecificcorelossforsineexcitationaregiveninFiguresl
and 2 and for square excitation in Figures 4 and 5. Figure 3
gives representative B-H loops for sine wave excitation and
Figure 6 for square wave excitation.

The effects of BM and fon the SCL at fixed temperatures of 23

C and 300 C for sine and square wave excitation are given in
Figures 1 and 4, respectively. These plots show that for a given
f, the SCL tends to increase nearly linearly with BM on a log-log

scale; and for a given BM, the SCL increases with increasing f. A

comparison of Figure 1 (sine excitation) with Figure 4 (square
excitation) for identical temperatures shows that the SCL is
larger for sine than for square wave excitation.

Figure 2 (sine excitation) and Figure 5 (square excitation)
plot the SCL as a function of temperature for fixed values of BM

of 0.4 and 0.6 T with f as the parameter. The almost fiat SCL
versus T curves shown in these plots would indicate that the
SCL for Supermalloy is not a strong function of T over the range
of 23-300 C. Close inspection of the curves shows that a slight
dip in SCL occurs in the neighborhood of 150 C. Although not
shown in these plots, it was found that the SCL at 23 C after 300
C showed an increase of between 6 and 12% for both excitations.
This increase in SCL would indicate that a slight degradation
did occur in the core loss characteristics due to temperature
exposures up to 300 C. Additional tests would be required to
determine if subsequent runs up to 300 C would have adverse
effects on SCL.

Figure 3 (sine excitation) and Figure 6 (square excitation)
give a family of B-H loops for 50 kHz at 23 C and 300 C. A
comparison of these plots shows that the shape of the loop is
very dependent on the type of excitation. Square wave
excitation tends to give loops with tails such that the peak
magnetizing field is greater for square than for sine excitation
for the same BM However, an inspection of the loops shows that

the ac coercive force is less for square than for sine excitation
for the same BM. An examination of the B-H loops also reveals

that some of the loops are non-synunetrical with respect to the
origin, and this behavior is much more pronounced for square
than for sine excitation. For both types of excitation, the loops
tend to become symmetrical as B M approaches saturation. It is
readily demonstrated that the application of adc bias across the
exciting winding will cause non-symmetry in the B-H loop. To
prevent dc offset effects from occurring in our measuring
system, a blocking capacitor was inserted between the
amplifier's output and the exciting winding. Thus, in the
absence of adc offset it is not completely clear what causes the
B-H loops to behave non-symmetrically. Magnetic materials
with a high rernanence, i.e., square loop type materials such as
Supermalloy, have a higher tendency to behave in a non-
symmetrical manner than materials with low remanence. A
plausible explanation for non-symmetrical loops with no dc
bias present is that a minor loop tends to ratchet toward
saturation due to a dynamic instability related to loop shape
and driving source impedance.

COMPARISON OF SINE TO SQUARE SCL

A comparison of the sine to square wave experimental SCL

data shows that (SCL)s, _ is always greater than (SCL)sQ for
comparable values of BM, f, and T. A representative sample of
the test data is given in Table 1 for 23, 150, and 300 C for BM =
0.4 T over the frequency range of 1-50 kHz. Included in this
table is the ratio, R, of sine to square wave SCL and the results
show that R is not a constant. A possible reason as to why R is
not a constant is discussed later. For the total SCL data set of
225 points, R varied from 1.07 to 1.34. The only pattern
observed in the experimental data was that the R values for low
B M tended to be larger than those for high B M. No clearly
discernible patterns or trends were observed in the SCL data set
for the dependence of R on either f or T.

The classical theory of core loss separates the total loss into
a hysteresis and eddy current component so that R can be
det'med as

(SCL)mm (Wc)=_z + (WhhtNE K-H
R-_ - =H+_ (I)

(SCL) so (W=)so + (Wh)sQ 1 + r
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TABLE 1. COMPARISON OF SPECIFIC CORE LOSS (SCL) OF SUPERMALLOY
FOR SINE AND SQUARE WAVE VOLTAGE EXCITATION FOR Be = 0.4 T

SCL 0N/lb)

TEMP (C) f (kHz) SINE SQUARE (SCL)s_NE/ (SCL)so

23

150

3OO

5O
2O
10
5
1

50
20
10

5
1

50
20
10

5
1

69.3 59.2
14.6 12.3
4.6 3.8
1.5 12
0.13 0.11

64.3 54.4
13.4 11.7
4.2 3.7
1.4 12
0.12 0.10

86.0 71.3
16.5 14.1
5.4 4.7
1.8 1.5
0.16 0.15

1.17
1.19
122
122
1.17

1.18
1.15
1.16
1.20
1.15

121
1.17
1.15
1.15
1.11

where

(w=)s._ (Wh)_ (W,).,..
K=_ , r =_ , H =_

OV=)so OVJsQ (Wh)=_
and (We)ms and(We)sorepresentthesineand squarewave eddy

currentloss,respectively,and (Wh)=_ and (Wh)sorepresentthe

sineand squarewave hysteresisloss,respectively.
Ifthe eddy currentlossisequivalentlyrepresentedby a

voltage drop Vaus across a resistor R in parallel with the exciting
winding, then K would be given by

(w+),.+, (v,_=),._ /R
K- = (_2/g) = 1.234 (2)

(w=),Q (v ,_.,),Q/ R
where Faraday's Law and the condition of the same B M , f,

number of turns, and core cross-sectional area for both types of
excitation gives

(v==)=,== (_I2 _) (v,,=),o
Shenk and Young derivedthissame value of K given in
Equation(2)by a more elaborateanalysisbasedon thecalculus
of variations.

ExaminationofEquation(I)indicatesthatR isnota constant
becauseR shouldbe dependenton fas follows:Classicaltheory
assumes thatthe hysteresislossis independentof exciting
waveform and sowiththisassumptionH = I.By Equation(2),K
isa constant,making R dependentonly on r = (Wh)s0/(We)so.

For a given Bu and T, itwould be expectedaccordingto
classicaleddy currenttheorythatas f increases,(We)sQ should

increaserelativeto(Wh)so sothatR shouldapproachK = It2/8.

Likewise,as f decreases,(We)so shoulddecreaserelativeto

(Wh)soand R shouldapproachI. Thus,accordingtoclassical

corelosstheory,our experimentalvaluesof R shouldnot be
expectedto be a constant,but rathershould increaseas f
increasesfrom Ito50 kHz. However,asseeninTablel,and in

generalforthetotalSCL dataset,theex3,_'imentalvaluesofR
for a given BM and T do not consistentlyincreasewith
increasingI".The exactcauseforthe discrepancybetweenthe
experimentalR-valuesand thepredictionsof classicaltheory

has not been fully determined at this time. Most likely,
additional tests would be required to determine the repeatability
of the experimental results given in this paper.

As previously indicated, the experimental R-range was 1.07 to
1.34. An analysis of the SCL data shows that 28% of the R
values are equal to or greater than the upper limit of R = 1.234,
and this percentage drops to 18% if all SCL data for BM = 0.1 T
is excluded, and to 7% if all SCL data for B M< 0.3 T is excluded.
These results are consistent with the previous observation
above that the R-values for low BM tended to be larger than
thoseforhighBu.

TRANSFORMER APPLICATION

As previously indicated, the test data show that (SCL)m_ is
always greater than (SCL)sQ for a given f and T when (BM)sr_ =
(BM)sQ. In order to put this result in the proper perspective from
a transformer design viewpoint, requires that the transformer's
power and voltage ratings be included in the comparison of the
core loss of a sine and square wave driven transformer. For a
constant load R L, the ratio of the transformer's output power P
for sine and square wave voltage excitation is

Pu___ = (V _s)snmE/R_ _ (_2) (BuZ)s,+e (3)

P,o (v _ /R_ g fs2)_
The lastequalityinEquation(3)isobtainedusingFaraday's

Law alongwiththeconditionsthatthecoresizeand geometry,
frequencyof operation,and number of turnsare thesame for
bothtransformers.Imposingtheseconditionsisequivalentto
sayingthatthe sineand squarewave driventransformersarc
physicallyidentical.Removal ofany one of theseconditions
would requirea much more in-depthanalysis,which isbeyond
the scope of this paper.

When the condition of (Bu)sn, m= ('Bu)sQ is applied to Eqtmtion
(3), then it is seen that the sine wave voltage driven transformer
has a power level of (g2/g) = 1.234 times that of the square wave
driven transformer, or equivalently, the output RMS voltage for
sine excitation is I. 11 times that of the output RMS voltage for
square excitation. Clearly, from a transformer design viewpoint,
any attempt to compare the core loss of the two identical



transformers with different output power and voltage ratings
presents numerous difficulties. A more realistic approach for
core loss comparison is to have both transformers deliver the
same output power and RMS voltage. By Equation (3) when
P_ = PsQ and (Vtm)ffim = (Vtus)sQ, then the resulting condition
imposed on the relationship between the sine and square wave
maximum flux densities is

(BM)sz_z= (2 _") (Bu)sQ = 0.9003 (BM)sQ (4)
II

When the condition given in Equation (4) is applied to the
SCL test data, it is found that R = (SCL)sn_ / (SCL)_ varies from
0.82 to 1.07. An analysis of the R-values shows that 76% of
them satisfy the condition of R < 1, 4% are for R = 1, and the
remaining 20% are for R > I. If all SCL data for BM <_.0.3 T are

excluded, then more than 97% of the R-values are less than 1.
Thus, even though all the R-values do not meet the condition of
R < l, there is a slrong indication that the core loss is less for
the sine than for the square wave voltage driven transformer
when the transformers have the same output power and voltage
ra6ngs and are physically identical. When all R-values for BM <
0.3 T are eliminated from consideration, then it can be said with
almost 100% certainty that the core loss for the two physically
identical transformers is less for sine than for square wave
voltage excitation for the conditions of Pffi_,_= P_ and (V,._e)._¢
=(vM)_.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

An experimental investigation was conducted on a Ni-Fe soft
magnetic alloy, known in the trade as SupennaUoy, to determine
the combined effects of temperalure (23-300 C), frequency (1-50
kHz), maximum flux density (0.1 - 0.7 T), and voltage excitation
waveform (sine and square) on the core loss and the size and
shape of the dynamic B-H loops. Over the range of parameters
investigated, the experimental results show that when the
maximum flux densities are the same for sine and square wave
voltage excitation at a givan frequency and temperature, then
the specific core loss (SCL) is greater for sine than for square
wave voltage excitation.

The classical theory of core loss separation into a hysteresis
and eddy current component was used to determine the
theoretical upper and lower bounds on the ratio, R, of sine to
square wave SCL. All of the experimental R-values satisfy the
lower bound but only 72% satisfy the upper bound. However,
when all SCL data for B M < 0.3 T is excluded from the

experimental data set, then 93% of the R-values satisfy the
theoretical upper bound of R.

A comparison of the core loss of two physically identical
U,ansfonne_ with equal power and voltage ratings and with one
driven by sine and the other by square wave voltage, shows that
when SCL data for BM < 0.3 T is excluded, then the transformer

driven by sine wave voltage has the lowest core loss. It should
be noted that in this _omparison the maximum flux densities for
sine and square wave excitation are not equal, but are related to
the condition given in Equation 4.

In conclusion then, it must be emphasized that in making sine
and square wave core loss comparisons all the conditions
imposed in making the comparisons must be clearly stated;
otherwise, the comparisons are essentially meaningless. Also,
other soft magnetic materials, both crystalline and amorphous,
should be experimentally investigated to detemfine whether the
R-range for these materials follow a pattern similar to that for
Supenaalloy. Finally, it is possible that long term exposure at
elevated temperatures could adversely affect the SCL
characteristics of Supermalloy. Thus, aging tests should be

conducted at the intended operating temperature to determine if
sustained operation in a high temperature environment leads to
degradation of this material's electrical and magnetic
characteristics.
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